Instructions for publishing in Springer:
“Thematic Cartography for the Society”
Springer publishes your book in several formats (eBook, printed copy, ePub for iPad, Kindle
edition etc.). The array of formats ensures your work can be used according to your reader’s
preference and working environment. Your peers can enjoy instant access to your work from
multiple locations, including library, office, home or when travelling.
To get an idea of a Springer book’s online presentation in Fulltext HTML you may freely
access the following (Open Access) eBook on SpringerLink
http://www.springerlink.com/content/978-3-642-21276-5/contents/
Producing your book in several formats is reflected in the preparation of the manuscript and
means that all (Word, LaTeX, etc.) manuscript files we receive will be converted to XML and
re-formatted according to the Springer branded style. Accordingly, it is no longer necessary
for you to spend valuable time putting the final touches to the manuscript.
However, we have compiled a list of key style points on manuscript structure, figure
resolution, reference style etc., which – if considered during manuscript preparation – will
help facilitate and speed up the publication process for your book. For easy reference please
visit the Key Style Points on springer.com.
Further, please note that all illustrations will be available in full color in the eBook but in
black and white in the printed book. If color is essential for individual figures in the printed
version, please list the corresponding figures in a separate spreadsheet.
Optimized keywords and abstracts help ensure that your work is found through any relevant
online search. To facilitate online searching, using e.g. Google, please provide an abstract
(and keywords) for each of your chapters. Abstracts will also appear online at
SpringerLink.com with unrestricted access and enable unregistered users to read the abstract
as a teaser for the complete chapter. For further reference visit the documentation on “Search
Engine Optimization” on springer.com.
For more detailed information, please visit the Book Manuscript Guidelines on springer.com.
Last but not least I would like to draw your attention to some other recent initiatives intended
to help our authors. Feel free to visit the Book Author Academy and the Author Helpdesk if
you want to get more valuable tips on publishing your book.

